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Pitmaker Smoked Turkey! 

Ingredients 

 1  - 10 – 14 lbs Turkey (Thawed) 
 Extra Virgin Olive Oil 
 Toni Chacheres Creole Butter Injection 
 Pitmaker Seasoning (1st Place Chicken and Rib Spice, Pitmaker Jalopeno Butter and Pitmaker Hot Grill 

Spice) 

Directions 

1. Remove the neck, giblets and any excess fat, as well as any plastic pop up thermometer from the turkey. 
2. Rinse the turkey under cold water and pat dry with paper towels.  Turkey must be completely dry before 

frying.   
3. Inject Turkey with Toni Chacheries. 
4. Rub Turkey down with extra virgin olive oil.  Lift skin without breaking skin and rub oil under skin 

directly against meat as well. 
5. Rub mixtue of 50% Jalopeno Butter Spice and 1st Place Rib and Chicken underneath skin directly on 

meat where it can be reached. 
6. Rub mixture of 50% 1st Place Chicken and Rib Spice, and 50% Hot Grill Spice inside turkey cavity and 

all over skin.   
7. Start out with smoker at 275 degrees with the Turkey uncovered on smoker for 1-1/2 to 2 hours.  

Experiment with milder fruit hardwood like pear or maple for complimentary smoke flavor, but any 
hardwood like oak or pecan will be great as well. 

8. Place in large pan and cover and tent with foil when close to the desired color is reached.  Try not to 
touch the turkey with the foil.  Place a digital probe in deepest part of meat and cook until 145 to 150 in 
deepest part of breast.  From there uncover and finish until deepest part of the breast reaches 160 
degrees.  You can baste during this last process, to help brown skin.  Remove the turkey when it gets to 
the before mentioned 160 degrees internally, and let it rest for at least 15 minutes, letting residual heat 
equalize and bringing it up to 165 degrees internally.  Carve and enjoy! 

                   


